Response to levodopa in parkinsonian patients with bilateral subthalamic nucleus stimulation.
The response to levodopa changes over time in Parkinson's disease, probably due to alterations in the dopaminergic system, progression of the disease and pulsatile oral intake of the drug. Bilateral high-frequency stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) allows a large reduction or the complete cessation of levodopa intake in patients with advanced Parkinson's disease. We studied variation in the motor short-duration response (SDR) during a levodopa challenge in bilaterally STN-stimulated patients. Twenty-eight consecutive patients with a mean duration of Parkinson's disease of 16.6 +/- 6.0 years at the time of surgery were enrolled. Fourteen patients were evaluated both before STN stimulation and 3 months after surgery (group 1) whereas the other 14 patients were assessed before implantation and after a mean of 3 years of STN stimulation (group 2). After drug withdrawal for one night, the hand-tapping test (TT) was carried out every 15 min, together with evaluation of dyskinesias using a modified Goetz scale. The Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) motor score was assessed every 30 min. In operated patients, STN stimulation was stopped 15 min before starting the clinical evaluations. A suprathreshold oral levodopa dose was given after one motor evaluation and two TTs. The clinical evaluation was carried out until the TT score returned to the baseline. In group 1, six patients continued without levodopa after surgery and the other eight received a daily mean dose of 337 mg; in group 2, seven patients continued without levodopa and the other seven received a daily mean dose of 386 mg. The main change in the levodopa SDR was a significant reduction in levodopa-induced dyskinesias in both groups. In those patients of group 1 who did not receive levodopa after surgery, the motor UPDRS magnitude decreased and the 'on' UPDRS motor score worsened. In group 2, the results were similar, but in the patients who continued to receive levodopa after surgery the TT magnitude increased. On the whole, chronic bilateral STN stimulation tended to decrease the magnitude of the levodopa SDR without changing the duration and latency of the response. These results suggest that continuous STN stimulation induces long-term plastic changes of the dopaminergic system, with slow and partial desensitization. In addition, the persistence of levodopa intake after surgery might hinder this beneficial process.